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Science prep

• For this afternoon’s science experiment you will need an ice 
cube!

• You will also need some plain chocolate!



How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Reading for fun!

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/55801739

• Read this article about people to watch out for this year!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/55801739


Thursday 28th January 2021

Spellings

Handwriting (B2-U24)

He walked quickly and happily down the stairs.

Write some sentences using the spelling words!

Let’s wake up your hands!

6 different
7 favourite
8 February
9 interest
10 library

1 business
2 disappear
3 believe
4 rebuild
5 position



Guided reading text- Pages 50 and 51 of The Indian in the Cupboard by Lynne Reid Banks

Whilst reading these two 
pages from our class story 
book each day, can you try to 
identify examples of Tier 1, 2 
and 3 vocabulary throughout 
the week? These will be useful 
on Friday when we 
traditionally look at the 
vocabulary we have learnt this 
week. Remember Tier 1 is 
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier 
2 focuses on improved 
vocabulary that might not be 
used in every day language 
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is 
subject specific vocabulary eg, 
transparent is linked to the 
subject of Science.



Guided Reading – AF6

• Listen to chapter 3 (15minutes 
42seconds to end of chapter/pg
51 to 54)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=E5k_L-bqxLw

• Answer the questions on the 
next slide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5k_L-bqxLw




Fluent in 5

3x6= 
12x6=
9x6=
6x6=
1x6=
4x6= 
10x6=
8x6=
11x6=
7x6=
2x6=
5x6=



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Fluency 1

Maths



Fluency 3

Fluency 2



Reasoning



Problem Solving



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Punctuation Ladder
Can you write a short sentence that includes these 
words?

Omri

tepee

Little Bull

enemy

shocked



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



English

We are going to be reading the fairy tale ‘The Lost Happy Endings’ by Carol Ann 
Duffy and Jane Ray.

To start with I want you to listen to the story using the link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQnaTYMLWrc

Can you notice any of the features of a fairy tale in the story?

Today we will reading some of the pages again.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQnaTYMLWrc


English

What is a fronted adverbial? 

Why do we use fronted adverbials?

Can you think of any examples?



English

What is an adverbial?

An adverbial is a word, phrase or clause that is used, like an adverb, to 
modify a verb or a clause. 
Adverbs can be used as adverbials, but many other types of words, 
phrases and clauses can be used in this way, including prepositional 
phrases and subordinate clauses. 

What is a fronted adverbial?

When an adverbial is used at the beginning of a sentence, they are often 
called ‘fronted adverbials’.



English

the time something happens, 
e.g. Before sunrise, Darius crept into the beast’s cave.

the frequency (how often) something happens, 
e.g. Every so often, Darius could hear the beast’s ferocious snore.

the place something happens, 
e.g. At the back of the cave, the terrifying creature began to stir.

the manner something happens, 
e.g. As quick as a flash, Darius bounded behind a nearby rock.

the possibility (how likely) something will/has happen(ed), 
e.g. Almost certainly, the deadly beast would find Darius.



English

Every fronted adverbial word, phrase or clause needs to be 
followed by a comma to separate it from the main clause of the 
sentence. 
Where should the comma go in these fronted adverbial 
sentences?

• Slowly and carefully they released the juvenile badger back into 

the wild.

• On Tuesday Class 12 are visiting The Imperial War Museum.

• Without a doubt Billy was going to finish the race in first place.

• Out in the field the horse and her new foal galloped.





English

• Have a read on the next slides through the first six pages of The 

Lost Happy Endings.

• Once you have read them you will be adding fronted adverbials 

to some of the sentences. 



English



English



English Did you spot any nice fronted adverbials? Here are 
a few more you could use!



English

Add fronted adverbials on to these sentences from The Lost 
Happy Endings.

• Some of the Endings drifted away like breath.

• She would sleep quite late the following day.

• One of them noosed itself round Jub’s neck, soft and damp, and 

made her shiver.

• A twisted old woman with a face like the bark of a tree and 

horrible claw hands was standing on the path in front of Jub.



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Mile Track 

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



Outdoor Learning



Science

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Science

Put an ice cube in a sealed plastic bag.  (You might want to try this with an adult)
You are now in a race to see who can get the ice cube to melt the fastest.  You are not 
allowed to take it out of the bag.  
The aim is to have a completely melted ice cube in the quickest time.  

What did you do to try to speed up the melting of your ice cube?

How did you make it melt quicker?  

Why did some tactics work better than others?  

Heat will melt the ice quicker and smaller ice cubes will melt more quickly than larger 
ones. 



Science

How would you carry out the opposite race (freezing the water back into an ice cube)?  

How could you speed up the freezing of the water to reform the ice cube. 

Cooling more quickly will make freezing more rapid and small ice cubes will freeze 
faster than big ones. 

Can you think of any other materials that you have seen melting and solidifying?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/z9ck9qt
You might need the terms melting, freezing (also solidifying), evaporating and 
condensing. 
heating or cooling (adding or removing heat energy) results in a change of state.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/z9ck9qt


Science

Watch this video to learn how to read a thermometer

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zrrtb9q

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zrrtb9q


Science – Chocolate Experiment

Experiment time! Make sure you do this with an adult’s supervision!

You will need:

• A small amount of chocolate
• Thermometer 
• A way of melting chocolate (in a bowl over hot water or microwave)
• Stopwatch

• You are going to be measuring the time it takes for melted chocolate 
to solidify.



Science – Chocolate Experiment
First we need to make a table to record our results. You can use this table or 
copy this into your book. You might need to add rows at the bottom if it takes 
any longer

Time (minutes) Temperature of Chocolate

0 minutes

1 minute

2 minutes

3 minutes

4 minutes

5 minutes

6 minutes

7 minutes

8 minutes

9 minutes

10 minutes



Science – Chocolate Experiment

Now melt the chocolate and measure the temperature. 
Start the stopwatch and measure the temperature every 
minute until the chocolate solidifies. 

Don’t forget to complete your results table!



Science – Chocolate Experiment

What temperature did the chocolate solidify/freeze at?

Write a conclusion answering these questions:

What did you find out in your experiment?
How does chocolate compare to ice when it freezes? 
Do they freeze at the same temperature?



Science – Final questions

Can every solid melt?

Do they melt at the same temperature?

Can you think of any examples?

Can you name the different changes of state?



Science

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?


